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Abstract

Music performance is traditionally made up by sequencesof events (notes and chords,
by example) as the basic objects. In this paper we show how music can be performed at
a more abstract level in which the basic music object is a pattern of musical text (i.e. a
chunk of a score).
We have designed, implemented and experimented FP (Functional Performer), a
software tool that allows the real-time processing of music patterns by means of music
functions (e.g. tonal and modal transposition, specular inversion, juxtaposition,
superimposition, time shrinking, etc.); functions are activated by the ASCII keyboard
keys and are either deterministic or non-deterministic. Patterns obtained by functions
may be argumentsfor other functions during the current performance. Music is generated
as MIDI data and real-time executedby h4JDI devicescontrolled by FP.
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Therefore, FP is a tool for the performing of music structures and their processing; the
executed score is dependingon the music patternspreviously defined (music objects) and
gestural acts we do during performance (music functions). The same sequence of
gestural acts may give different results with respect to music patterns; particularly, if we
only use the subsetof linear functions we have a kind of music which is consistent with
the music patterns: if we define serial patterns we get serial music, if we define modal
patterns we get modal music. Otherwise, we can use non-linear functions which modify
the syntacticcharacteristicsof the music patterns.
At present, the first version of FP is completed and is usually experimented at L.I.M.
concerts; it runs on MSX computers. A second version is under development on the
Macintosh II family of computers; it has many improvements on graphics, ergonomics,
efficiency and functionalities and can import/export StandardMIDI File scores.
1.

Introduction

In the music domain, the instruments revolution causedby the coming of digital devices
has cast doubt on the classical roles of the protagonists of music production and
enjoyment processes: the composer, the performer and the listener. In fact the new
informatic music workstation features allow the musician to assume all the three roles
either sequentially or simultaneously, according to the features of music systems
(interactive systemsor real time systems).
Therefore, recent trends in computer music research are devoted to a not yet well
explored field i.e. the development of new computer music instruments. Actually, digital
systems may be programmed and devices may be connected one each other to build
complex systems; this kind of experiencesleads to a new idea of music instrument and
related making techniques.
Particularly, we have had two main aims in the design of the FP: an original and
advanced use of commercially available low-cost devices and the realization of an
informatic music instrument for the real time performance.
In the following paragraphswe show the most relevant features of the FP with respect to
similar systems;then we briefly describe its working with some examples.
2.

The conceptual environment

This research has been carried on in the frame of the more general “Intelligent Music
Workstation” Project [Camurri et al., 19891;within all this project we have acceptedas a
standard some concepts which seem to have a basic role both in music thinking and
understanding i.e. in music creation and perception; therefore, in the following
paragraphs we will briefly discuss about: music levels of representation and related
languages, music objects and their transformations by operators, evolution of music
performancepragmatics.
2.1.

Music levels of representation

A relevant feature introduced by computer applications to music is the possibility to
describe music information at many different levels of abstraction [Haus, 19841 [Pope,
19861;those levels may be concurrently accesseddepending on the user will; so, one can
choice the level which is closer to the activity the user wish to do, without restrictions on
moving up and down within hierarchical music descriptions during user-system
interaction; we may think as if we have at our disposal a kind of “elevator” to accessthe
various levels of abstractions.
From an abstract point of view, we can think that music can be described by the
following levels (see also [De Poli/Haus, 19821):
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structural level: where relationshipsamong music eventsare defined;
symbolic level: where elementary music events (i.e. notes) juxtapositions and
superimpositions are defined (as we can do on the traditional score and also by
composing and sequencingsoftware packeges);
timbre level: where the timbre models of music eventsare defined;
operative level: where operativecodesdefine the timbre models of music events;
audio signal level: where music is simply describedas sequencesof instantaneousvalues
of amplitude (i.e. samples).
Every common music activity generally involves more than one level of representation:
by example, music performance requires actions mostly regarding notes but also timbre
models and timing control. Therefore, three levels are involved: symbolic, timbre and
operative.
2.2.

Music objects

In our research we have adopted the notion of music object [Degli Antoni/Haus, 19831
which is more general than the music event one and it is also less related with a particular
level of abstraction.Music object meansanything that could have a musical meaning and
that we think as an entity, either simple or complex, either abstract or detailed, an entity
with a name and some relationships with other music objects.
Starting from this concept we can define as a music object, for example, both a structure
of notes and a timbral characteristic. You can see in Fig. 1 four examples of music
objects which belongs to different levels of representation.
2.3.

Music operators

We assumethat music pieces are made up of music objects and their relationships which,
in general, dynamically grow from the beginning to the end of the piece waus, 19791;
so, more precisely, we can speakof their transformations vs. their relationships, because
they can appear and disappear, change or repeat, but anyway they are the information
base of the growing process within music pieces, both from the creative and the
perceptual points of view.
We can simply say that a transformed music object S’ is obtained applying the
transforming processP to the original music object S; the transforming processP may be
made up of many operators. This schemais shown in Fig. 2.

o-Dl-0
S

P

S’

Figure 2: the elementarymusic object transformation process.
In a previous research, which has deeply inluenced the present work, we have explored
how to describe music by means of homological operators [De Stefano/Haus, 19801[De
Stefano et al., 19811.
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END

d)
Figure lb & Id: music objectsof the traditional symbolic level (a) and timbre level (c).
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2.4.

New trends for computer music live performances

The music concert by the actual traditional meaning is basedon some number of “actors”
(musical interpreters and performers) who produce sound processes using musical
instruments (acoustical or electroacousticalor, particular case,human voice) directed to
the audience; therefore, information which is produced and received during the concert
dependson:
a) musical interpretation;
b) performanceand interpretation on the instruments;
c) spatial disposition of performers and instrumentson the stage;
d) morphologic featuresof the concert-hall;
e) executive pragmaticsin the scenic sense(visual).
Evolution of this informational context has already passed across a great number of
experiences which, with a variety of different ways, allowed to test new form of
spectacularfruition; we cite only someoneof the most significant:
* in advancedmusic (especiallyelectronic), the magnetic tape concert: sound information
dependsonly on loudspeakerposition, visual information is almost unmeaningful, there
are no human “actors”;
* in live electronic music concert, particularly with computer aid, sound spatialization:
even in traditional concert, sound is distributed in space, but according to a static
scheme, while with electronic experiences the control of sound spatial distribution is
generalizedby meansof models allowing live dynamic variation;
* in computer music concert, the possibility of changing timbre during the performance:
performer’s pragmatics change [Waisvisz, 19851, instruments (which act here on
spectral content of sound rather than on sequencesof timbrically preconstituted sounds)
change [Loy, 19851, musical information (in which its more physical aspects are
enriched) changes;
* many other kinds of performancesin which cards of traditional concept are shuffled as
to information content and channels by which information passesfrom the transmitter to
the receiver maus, 19901.
Looking at the new scenario of music performance we think that may be interesting for
performers to have at their disposal tools which allow to perform at a more abstractlevel
than that of the traditional performanceone for two main reasons:
a) the new computer music instruments are able to work with music objects which are
more abstractthan notes (see,for example, [Zicarelli, 19871);
b) the new computer music instruments make possible to finely adjust timbre model
during performance, so that performers need more time to control timbre.
In other words, we think that may be a future trend that music performance will have a
greater emphasisat the structural, timbre and operative levels vs. symbolic level actions.
Our research has as its main aim to give the possibility to the performer of acting on a
keyboard at the structural level, so that his actions have more power and he can have
more time to act at timbre and operative levels on specific controls and devices.
3.

Performance

features

Due to the motivations we have spoken above, the availability of a music instrument,
which can act at the structural level and engrossesa few actions by the human performer,
makes a crucial point both the definition and the choice of music objects for the
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performance. Two are the most relevant constraints conditioning the choosing process:
the characteristicsof transforming functions of the FP and the music statementsdesired.
In fact, the kind of the choosen music materials (i.e. predefined music objects) is more
relevant with respect to the gestural behaviour, the FP characteristics and the timbral
patches.
On the other hand, having more time free, the musician can design his performance in
order to:
a) apply transforming actions to timbral patches (i.e. the “orchestra”) during the
execution;
b) control by himself the mixing process;
c) control by himself the spatializationof audio processes;
d) control further devices for multimedia performance (by example, computer graphics in
real time, etc.).
3.1.

Planning a performance:

pre-definition

of music objects

As we show in !$ 4. speaking about the FP system, the horizon of possible
transformations actually concernspitch and duration domains; then, music objects really
are melodic fragments (sequences of notes or chords). Anyway, in spite of actual
limitations, we can work with higher formalizing and quicker abilities both in selection
and synthesisprocessing of music texts.
It seemsuseful to make a distinction about the organization characteristics of thematic
materials (melodic fragments’files):
a) fragments which are fit for sequential performance (antecedent -> consequent) or
denote causalrelationships;
b) fragments which are tending away from sequential and causal logics and lead to a
more advanceduse of the implemented algorithms for music objects’transforming.
In fact, fragment files can acquire new functionalities if they are put in or called from a
context of rules which is tending to not respecttheir initial semanticcharacteristics.
3.2.

Performance as improvisation:

real-time definition

of music objects

Real time definition of new music objects is now possible, so the musician can modify
his thematic environment during performance, by example basing changes on stimuli
coming from the performance environment, both when music objects are ex novo
defined and when they are obtained composing and decomposingthe original ones.
In that case, as in the case of real time changes of dynamics and timbres (see 0 4.4.),
there are computational problems, the solving of which represents one of the research
topic currently going on at L.I.M.
3.3.

Real-time processing of music objects

The real time processing of music objects, that is one of the main features to make
possible a functional performance, involves the solving of some computing problems
concerned with processes’concurrency and optimizing resources’management.Both of
them are crucial factors for low cost computing systems and then require major efforts
from the point of view of the design and implementation of software packages,to make
up for computing power bounds. On the other hand, the problem is mitigated due to the
need of music texts computing vs. audio signal processing,by reconfiguring the problem
as a function of complexity and needs which were stated in the design phase of the
system.
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3.4.

Musician/computer

interface requirements

It is necessaryto provide the computer music instrument with a suitable user interface to
allow a kind of real time performance satisfying the above statedrequirements. The most
relevant characteristicsof such an interface have to be:
a) easinessand immediateness of use; during performance there is a few time: needed
acts have to be few and simple;
b) highest quality and lowest quantita of information; the performer must know about
global flows of information and is little interestedin details that, anyway, can optionally
control; this approach is suitable to make easier the understanding of control data
(preferably expressedas graphics) about performance.
A hypothesis of solution we have adopted concerns the use of the ASCII alphanumeric
keyboard to immediately activate the transforming functions, that are associatedto the
keys, and the use of the mouse device to act onto a graphic representation of data and
music objects’flows either to make selectionsor to get global control operations or as an
alternativemethod to activate transforming functions.
4.

The Functional

Performer

system

A methodology of research for transforming and synthesizing music texts, based on

homolugical operators [De Stefano/Haus, 19801[De Stefano et al., 19811,was outlined

with the implementation of the Functional Performer (FP); when we speak of
homological operators we mean operators that apply homological transformations to
music objects (homologies are a particular kind of geometric transformations whose
natural environment is an n-dimensional space).

The FP system is distinguishedfrom other music performance systemsmainly for its real
time processingfeature which acts at the higher level of music representation,that is the
structural level [Haus, 19841,allowing, on the other hand, essentialand limited gestural
intervention i.e. the musician pressesASCII keyboard keys. In other words, we have a
revaluation of gesture with respect to the pragmatics of traditional performance: now
geslure acquires a particular equilibrium: it is no more a virtuoso act of the performer
which acts on traditional instruments (where a single sonic event corresponds to each
act), but it is not even the insensitive act of the finger that pressesa button for activating
either a prerecorded sound process or a predefined automatic performance. Instead it is
an act to either control the execution of a music object or start a generative process of a
new music object (see Fig. 2) by means of the transformation of a predefined music
object. Therefore, the human performer becomesfree from the constraints of a punctual
execution of the music text (i.e. the score), acquiring major freedom to control other
performance aspects (timbre patches, spatialization, etc.) and careful control on
transformation processesof music texts.
4.1.

System architecture

The FP system may be defined as a system made up of a “slow” general purpose
computer (for music text computing and synthesis)connected with some MIDI devices
(for sound computing and synthesis).
In general, the FP has innovative aspects with respect to the upgraded power for
controlling concurrent processes , which unfolds by means of acts (by the ASCII
keyboard) devoted to the processing of music primitives , that can be represented as
melodic fragments defined as events of the pitch-duration kind; pitches are related to the
twelve-tone temperedscale.
For every group of user defined primitives characterized by homogeneity or
etherogeneity criteria we speak of a file (i.e. a library of music objects), whose
dimensions (one or more fragments) and the criteria for material selection (intervals,
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scales,patterns, modes, series) can be newly defined as it is suitable with respect to the
amount of transformationsexpected.
The use of polyphonic and polytimbral MIDI devices allows to imagine a considerable
range of timbrai solutions. Then it is possible to define strategies for improving the
organization of information flows toward peripherals in the most efficient way;
furthermore, a feedback feature to assurethe control of timbres’choice and primitives’
modelling is very useful.
4.2.

The performance language

The operative environment we have spokenof allows the real time execution of operative
scores represented as sequencesof algorithms. It is also possible that the functional
performance be free; in other words, that the performance be based on the ability of the
musician to improvise variations (or, better, transformations) by means of the ASCII
keyboard according with the file of predefined music primitives.
The various experiencesthe composer and the performer have by the FP system may be
unified as an only kind of experience by a new pragmatics made up of production,
experimentation, growing, reflection, means’improvement, deeper definition of aims
[Stiglitzflanzi, 19891.
4.3.

Implementations

The FP system was conceived by Goffredo Haus and realized in the earlier version on an
MSX computer by Albert0 Stiglitz at the L.I.M. - Laboratorio di Informatica Musicale of
the Computer Science Dept., State Univ. of Milan; a further version, currently under
development, was then designedby Marco Benvestito for the Macintosh.
4.3.1.

The MSX version

The MSX version of the FP system was developed between 1987 and 1988; it is based
on an MSX2 (pp 280A) microcomputer equipped with 128 KB RAM, 128 KB
VideoRAM and floppy disc drive. The computer is connected to a Yamaha SFG-05 FM
sound synthesis module with MIDI interface for communicating with other MIDI
equipments. The software environment is made up of the MSX Disc Basic and the
Yamaha ROM PM Music Macro II including the MSX Disc Basic extension for SFG-05
module controlling.
The systemhas the following functionalities:
creation of melodic fragments’ files with related functions to modify, store,
a>
loading and printing;
real time execution/transformationof melodic fragments;
deterministic and pseudo-randomfunctions for executing and transforming;
4 voices canon imitation (polytimbral);
Change Program MIDI functions;
d
operative scores’employment;
f-l
direct control of the SFG-05 module, employing it as a synthesismodule.
g)
The module for the editing of melodic fragments is separatedfrom the performance one
due to the lack of RAM.
The real time transformationoperatorsavailable are the following:
pitch specularinversion
durations specularinversion
intervals dilatation
intervals shrinkage
transposition up
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transposition down
performanceacceleration
performancedeceleration
pitch retrogradation
durations retrogradation
total retrogradation
data flow control (MIDI channelredirection and/or MIDI program
changes,melodic fragments selection,etc.)
Almost all the operatorsare available in two distinct versions:QUICK and RANDOM; the
QUICK version allows to directly transform the original music object and the new one is
immediately executed,while the RANDOM version produces a sequenceof intermediate
steps between the original music object and the ne‘w one. The number of intermediate
stepscan be set by the user; they are synthesizedby means of a pseudorandomalgorithm
that substitutes elements of the original music object with new ones until the complete
new transformed music object is obtained.
Due to the heavy limitations of the computer, particularly with respect to RAM, we have
chosen to renounce to a complete graphic user interface, while graphics features are used
to enhance informations that are useful for the system controlling activity of the
performer.
4.3.2.

The Macintosh version

The Macintosh version of the FP system has many improvements on graphics,
ergonomics, efficiency and functionalities with respect to the MSX one and can
import/export Standard MIDI File 1.0 scores. The user interface is completely graphic
and the transformation functions’set has grown. Figure 3 shows the main window. The
score is represented by a music object map made up of 8 strips within the window on
which a time scanningbar slides. The time axis can be quantized by either beats and ticks
or n-seconds’blocks. The 8 strips are associated to 8 of the 16 MIDI channels; the
associationtable is built by the user.
When we select a fragment, by clicking the mouse into the coloured box associatedto the
music object we are interested in, that object becomes active and its total duration is
computed and a graphic copy of it is drawn below the music object map; then it is
possible to apply some operators, selectedby the available set of transformations, to the
active music object. The following functions are defined:
pitch specularinversion
durations specularinversion
dynamics specularinversion
intervals dilatation
intervals shrinkage
durationsdilatation
durations shrinkage
dynamicsdilatation
dynamics shrinkage
transposition up
transposition down
performanceacceleration
performancedeceleration
dynamics crescendo
dynamics diminuendo
pitch rotation
durations rotation
dynamics rotation
total rotation
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pitch retrogradation
durations retrogradation
dynamics retrogradation
total retrogradation
subfragmentsmultiplication
subfragmentnotes filtering
subfragmentnotes cutting
complementarysubfragmentnotes filtering
complementarysubfragmentnotescutting
fragmentsmerge with left alignment
fragmentsmerge with right alignment

Internal
use

A
B
C

0

10s

20s

30s

40s

50s

{ T(B) 1

[xi--)

(P,,,,)

@ iGiE) (-TF-)

Figure 3: the main window of the FP system (Macintosh version)
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fragments merge with centering
fragmentsmerge with justification
A fragment or its transformed may be object of further transformation until it is put into
the score. This feature allows to apply composite functions (in the algebraic sense).
When we put an object into the score, after the dragging, the mouse button has to be
released only when we are upon the desired strip. The fragment aligns itself on the left
where it is available the nearestreference point of the temporal grid. The grid density is
defined by the user within the set 4,2,3,5>.
When the user ask for density changing,
the new grid is active starting from the point in which the time scanningbar is.
When we select a graphic music object from the score already synthesizeda new graphic
pattern (labeled “internal use” in Figure 3) is assigned by default. Starting from that
moment the selectedmusic object is treated as a new one and can be put again into the
score after some transformationsactivated by the user.
4.4.

Functional Performer and performance orchestration

We have seen that the FP system actually managesonly melodic fragments, that is the
music objects’transformations affect only one plane (i.e. the melodic one) of the sound
space pe Stefano/Haus, 19801. Then dynamics and timbres are not affected by
transformations. In the ideal real time global music performance, the performer would
directly control also these two sound components. But before of that we have to solve
some problems related to the computing performances of low cost systems and we rely
on some powerful and cheap DSP boards to add on FP systems.
At presentwe adopt some alternative solutions:
we delegate the single notes’MIDI parameters to control local dynamics (the
a)
performer can set up the values of these parameters at the moment of melodic
fragments defining);
we delegate the timbral patches’set up of single digital music instruments and the
b)
real time mixing operations to control the dynamics of more general levels (i.e.
single instruments);
as it regards the timbral aspectsand the orchestration, we have to program the
d
digital music instruments before the performance,to define a set of timbral patcheswhich
will be changed during the performance by MIDI Program Change messagessent by
performer.
5.

Composition and performance experiences with the Functional
Performer

Since 1988, we use the FP system for music and multimedia live performances. The
work of designing and making performances has allowed to set up a working
methodology for the analysis and the check of the performing environments’
characteristics[Tanzi, 19901.The reflections’main topics are:
time-gesture interaction, which depends on the FP model of generating the and
a)
interacting with music events;
sound-gestureinteraction, which dependson the relations between computers and
b)
music devices (theserelations are different for every single composition);
image-gesture interaction, which dependson the characteristicsof further devices
c>
for multimedia performance;
organization of operative scores,realized as sequencesof algorithms;
4
interaction among a few FP systemsand interaction between the FP systems and
t-2
any set ofacoustic instruments ;
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f)

interaction between all electroacoustic ensemble members and the sound
engineering and mixing.

The FP system offers precious experimentation’ opportunities anyone who would
making music in a way not purely instinctive. These opportunities can make the process
of music ideas’designing as an inquiring into the cultural matrices which the composer
would draw from. Using FP, the composer can study the relations between music
objects and the rules which govern, in a little changing universe (i.e. the functional
performance), concurrency, the causality relations or even the music events’
indetermination.
In conclusion, it’s important to point out that in this work, as well as in other L.I.M.
works, we propose a substantial mentality change and the refusal of the bad habit of
considering acquired afixed hierarchy of relations between the means and the aims, or
between the music languagesand music events,or between the scoresand the processes,
or between the symbols and the structures.
We show two exampleswhich representtwo important moments of this research:

Ex. 1.

pro. Fumo

(Dante Tanzi - 1988)

“PRO.FUMO”, for two FP systems(MSX version), has performed the first time at VII
Colloquium on Musical Informatics (Rome, 1988).
During the performance, the timbral patches have to change, by program change
commands, and the polyphony (4+4 real parts), have to increaseto a highest number of
16 parts. The music objects for the transformationsbelong to one melodic fragments’file
splitted in two subsets and the two FP systems (FPl and FP2) follow two distinct
operative scores.
In Fig. 4 we show the melodic fragments’file for the part of FPl; in Fig. 5 we show
also the respectiveoperative score.

Ex. 2.

Louvre

(Dante Tanzi - 1989)

“LOUVRE”, for flute, percussions, Functional Pelformer (MSX version) and Mouse
(another program for music live performance developed at L.I.M.), has
performed the first time at the Musica de1Nostro Tempo L.I.M. concert (Milan, 1989).

Performer

“LOUVRE” is the first work made at L.I.M. for real time computer instruments and
acoustic instruments’live performers.
In Fig. 6 we show the melodic fragments’file for the part of FP: it’s one melodic theme
splitted in 11 segmentswhich is the basic reference for the definition of main structures
of composition. In Fig. 7 we show also the respectiveoperative score.
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Figure 4: melodic fragments for FPl in Pro.Fumo (Dante Tanzi - 1988)
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Figure 5: operative score for FPl in Pro.Fumo (Dante Tanzi - 1988)
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Figure 6: melodic fragments for FP in Louvre @ante Tanzi - 1989)
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Figure 7: operative score for FP in Louvre (Dante Tanzi - 1989)
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